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c88_165500.htm Part B Interlocutor:  Now I’d like you to talk

about something between yourselves but speak so thatwe can hear

you. You should take care to share the opportunity of speaking.(Put

the picture in front of both candidates and give instructions with

reference tothe picture.)  You have a very close friend whose

birthday is coming. Discuss each of thechoices shown in the picture

and decide which you’d like to choose forcelebrating his birthday.

Give reasons for your decision.  This picture is for your reference. 

You have three minutes for this.  Would you like to begin now,

please? Picture Part C Interlocutor:  I’m going to give each of you a

picture and I’d like you to first briefly describeand then give your

comment on what you see in the picture.(Put Picture 1 in front of

both candidates)  Candidate A, this is your picture. You have three

minutes to talk about it.  Candidate B, listen carefully while

Candidate A is speaking. When he/shehas finished, I’d like you to

ask him/her a question about what he/she has said.  Candidate A,

would you like to begin now, please? Candidate A: (three minutes)

Interlocutor:  Thank you. Now, Candidate B, could you please ask

your partner a question? (Half a minute for asking and answering the

question) (Take back Picture 1 and put Picture 2 in front of both

candidates)  Ok, Candidate B, here is your picture. You also have

three minutes to talk aboutyour picture.  Candidate A, listen

carefully while Candidate B is speaking. When he/she isfinished, I



’d like you to ask him/her a question about what he/she has said. 

Candidate B, would you like to begin now, please? Candidate B:

(Three minutes)Interlocutor:  Thank you. Now, Candidate A, could

you please ask your partner a question?(Half a minute for asking and

answering the question)  Thank you. That is the end of the test.
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